
We’re long Farfetch: “Etsy meets Luxury”


We’ve initiated a position in Farfetch (FTCH), the leading online luxury marketplace, for the Titan Opportunities 
strategy. Farfetch’s platform has 3.5K+ brands (of which 550+ are via e-concessions) serving 3.3M+ active 
customers worldwide, with the most extensive selection of luxury goods on a single site.
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Farfetch’s E-concession Model 



The luxury industry is currently undergoing a structural change: not only are premium brands placing more 
inventory online, they are also moving away from wholesale distribution.



Historically, brands have sold some of their inventory at wholesale prices to retailers like Barney’s. However, by 
selling their inventory to these retailers, brands have lost a degree of control over the pricing of their products, their 
inventory, and the overall customer experience, all of which are largely left to retailers’ discretion.



For brands which have invested millions of dollars and decades of effort in cultivating a particular brand 
image, this lack of control can be extremely costly. But until recently, they did not have much choice. With the 
emergence of the e-concession business model, we believe that the wholesale channel as we know it today will 
become structurally impaired over time, strengthening the luxury industry’s shift online.



We believe Farfetch is poised to be a massive beneficiary of this trend. Farfetch’s e-concessions model (which 
is unique in the industry today) allows brands to sell directly to consumers through Farfetch’s platform. By 
using Farfetch’s platform, luxury businesses are given substantially more favorable economics (45% margins via 
e-concessions vs. 30% margins through wholesale and consignment). More importantly, companies are given 
greater control over their brand’s ethos and perception, as well as real-time control of pricing and inventory.



Additionally, our research indicates smaller well-known luxury brands generate 5x the sales on Farfetch, versus their 
brand’s own website.



We believe that the luxury industry’s shift to e-concessions, coupled with Farfetch’s large sales, positions 
FTCH for massive market share gains over the long term.

Farfetch’s bolstered presence in China



Luxury isn’t just shifting online; it’s shifting continents, too. China is 
expected to account for 48% of luxury spend by 2025, versus its 33% in 
2019. The rise of China’s Tier 2-3 cities -- as well as the lack of storefronts 
located in those regions -- suggests to us that China’s online luxury market will 
accelerate over the next five years.



In addition to these structural changes, Farfetch launched a partnership 
with Alibaba’s Tmall Luxury Pavilion (TLP) earlier this year -- a platform 
with ~80% market share of China’s online luxury apparel market. Through 
this partnership, 828M active consumers on Alibaba’s China retail 
marketplace can access the Farfetch store, via a banner and navigation button 
at the bottom of TLP’s homepage.



Our research indicates that the majority of TLP sales have come from 
smaller luxury brands previously not on TLP, indicating to us that FTCH 
should be able to scale on TLP overtime, as (1) luxury spend is fragmented in 
China, with the top-selling brand holding less than 5% market share; and (2) 
FTCH brings 90% more brands to TLP. In other words, 90% of the luxury 
brands on TLP can only be accessed through Farfetch.
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Valuation and risk/reward for FTCH



We believe the confluence of Farfetch’s strong expected market share gains and bolstered presence in China 
results in a highly-attractive investment opportunity. If FTCH continues to execute as it has in prior years, we 
believe the stock could increase 2x+ over the next 3-5 years.



The biggest risk with owning FTCH today is its performance on Tmall Luxury Pavilion, its growth accelerator in 
China. We believe the market is currently pricing in mid-single-digit gross merchandise value (GMV) penetration for 
FTCH sales on TLP by 2022 (vs. 2021’s 1-2% annual run-rate as of today), and we believe that the upcoming share 
price movements will be largely attributed to fluctuations in FTCH’s TLP GMV growth.



Although the risk of the partnership underperforming is a major one to be sure, we expect the confluence of FTCH’s 
massive inventory, growing luxury spend in China, and TLP’s dominant (~80%) market share of online luxury goods 
is positioning FTCH to grow TLP GMV by triple-digits annually for the next few years.

 

Online luxury is gated and poised for take-off



We believe there are extremely high barriers to entry for multi-brand luxury platforms like FTCH. Luxury brands are 
very selective of the sites they chose to be on, and at this stage of the industry’s growth, we believe it is unlikely that 
a new up-and-comer will successfully compete with FTCH’s scale and existing brand relationships.



We’ve seen these tailwinds previously in the apparel industry, and believe the online luxury industry is poised for 
take-off. Given Farfetch’s e-concessions model and its ability to garner large sales volumes for brands, we 
believe that FTCH is best-positioned to become the winner across the online luxury industry. We are thrilled to 
introduce this best-in-class company to the Titan Opportunities portfolio.

Source: Farfetch



Exited Position: BILL.com (BILL)


Bill.com ("BILL" or "the Company") has been a successful investment for Titan, generating a 117% return since initial 
purchase on August 17, 2020. We have decided to sell our position in BILL because we have been paid for our 
thesis given the current valuation. We will be using the proceeds from the sale to fund the investment in Farfetch 
(FTCH), which we believe offers superior risk-adjusted forward returns.



This decision framework encapsulates Titan’s approach to portfolio construction. We seek to invest in long-term 
compounders; however, we will always position the portfolio to maximize risk-adjusted returns. The path 
dependency to continued alpha-generating returns for BILL carries a lower probability than that of FTCH. In other 
words, the expected return for FTCH is greater than BILL at the respective current valuations.

What Happened with BILL



Critical Factors



 Bill.com has a first-mover advantage in SMB back-office financial automation



Let’s take a step back and revisit our original thesis when we first invested in BILL. From there, we can see what 
changed and why selling the stock now is the best decision for Titan’s clients, in our view.



Titan identified three factors which formed the thesis around which Titan made its initial investment

BILL’s above-average revenue growth supported our view that the market for subscription-based, frictionless 
software solutions for financial back office operations was at an inflection point for SMBs.  Yet Bill.com’s 
competition was focused on automating AP/AR functions and B2B payments processes for mid-market or 
enterprise companies. SMBs were under-served as a result, providing for a greenfield opportunity. 

Source: Bloomberg



High customer churn and lower adoption of digital systems inherent in the SMB market made this segment 
an inefficient channel for enterprise vendors that have already built go-to-market organizations and products 
geared towards large customers. We believed incumbents would not move down market to compete with 
BILL. This has proven to be correct.



However, competition in the SMB space has accelerated over the past year. New entrants with superior UI 
and UX have been growing rapidly. Specifically, Brex, Ramp, Airbase, TripActions, Stampli, and Tipalty, and 
Kofax are a variety of such competitors that are gaining traction with SMBs. While BILL’s platform offering is 
an advantage over many of these companies, the competitive frictions have clearly increased.



Meanwhile, large fintech companies like Square and PayPal with large merchant bases are rolling out 
accounting solutions to capture more economics from each customer. This applies to any merchant facing 
company, such as Shopify and Bigcommerce, that see the opportunity in providing a seamless end-to-end 
solution for customers.



Bill.com’s go-to-market strategy is still its biggest advantage. Seema Amble wrote a fantastic article on the 
Company’s distribution strategy early last year that briefly outlines the five levers it pulls to generate 
network-driven growth. Its superior distribution model is predicated on 1) minimizing frictions, 2) providing 
high customer ROI with little commitment, 3) natural organic user growth engine, 4) partner network, and 5) 
large distribution nodes.



These five characteristics fit in nicely with the company’s four growth channels: direct sales, accounting 
firms, financial institutions, and leading SMB providers (i.e. Quickbooks) with which it can be seamlessly 
integrated. The company’s business model is extremely effective, yielding greater than 20% customer growth 
and 30% revenue growth even during a slowdown due to COVID. Despite the aforementioned competitive 
pressures rising, Titan’s view of BILL’s go-to-market model as a key advantage continues to be proven 
correct.



BILL’s GTM has actually further improved through its acquisition of Divvy, which enables a completely 
frictionless. However, despite the growth engine being intact, the level of growth the Company is able to 
generate does not warrant the valuation currently being afforded to it by the market.

2. The company's differentiated partnerships create a barrier to entry in the SMB segment



Source: www.bill.com



3. BILL's total market opportunity in electronic B2B payments is massive: $9B domestically and $30B 
globally



Valuations and Takeaways  

The market opportunity will probably turn out to be understated given the accelerating digital transformation 
being undertaken by all companies around the world. There is one logical conclusion for global companies - 
transition to software-defined processes or be left behind. BILL is one platform that enables this transition; as 
such, BILL captures a portion of the $39B opportunity.



However, given the growing number of companies who also see this opportunity and have entered the space, 
BILL has seen its average monthly subscription fee decline year-over-year. This figure is expected to remain 
flat moving forward given expected a consistent product mix. Thus, growth in the SaaS side of the business 
will be driven by customer growth, which is expected to grow at an 18% CAGR through 2025. On the other 
hand, transaction fees are expected to grow at 18% a year, and the number of transactions processed are 
expected to grow at a 21% CAGR.



This nets out to a 28% estimated revenue CAGR through 2025, which is certainly an appealing growth story. 
The anticipated growth in the separate business units will result in Transaction Fees accounting for 61% of 
Core Revenue compared to only 39% from Subscription fees. This is in stark contrast to the current business 
mix of 50%/50% as of FY Q3 2021. The shift in mix comes at no surprise given the nearly 100% current 
growth in Transaction fees compared to 30% in Subscription fees.



As stated above, the decision to sell BILL is predicated on the current valuation yielding lower expected forward 
returns

 To give BILL the easiest comp, BILL is extremely overvalued relative to other “High Growth SaaS” peers on a 
NTM Revenue multiple relative to expected NTM Revenue growth.

Source: www.publiccomps.com



2. However, the picture gets worse when measuring BILL against public companies in its industry (“Business 
Model” comps)

Source: Bloomberg

3. Titan analyzed BILL on a forward looking basis against both 1) High Growth SaaS comps and 2) Business 
Model comps (See Exhibit A for details)



4. Given the aforementioned business mix shift, that puts further pressure on what an appropriate multiple 
would be for BILL based on a sum-of-the-parts valuation. (See Exhibit B for details)
 

5. Price Implied Expectations yield an implied forecast period of greater than 25 years; meaning, it would take 
over 25 years of free cash flow generation for the company’s valuation to be appropriate.



6. Real Options Analysis yields a required market opportunity of $32B to justify a $14.95B imputed option value. 
In other words, the value attributed to BILL’s growth is over 80% of its total market capitalization. This indicates 
that BILL has very little margin for error in executing on all aspects of its growth strategy. 



7. Multiples Analysis can be done rather simplistically by comparing BILL’s multiples against the High Growth 
SaaS peer group. The broader peer group is trading at ~28x 2022 Revenue while BILL is trading at 31x Revenue 
by 2025. 



While we have been mostly correct in our thesis for investing in Bill.com, we have been paid for our thesis and view 
the current valuation as baking in multiple years of future growth. This means that we have been paid for this future 
growth already and our expected returns from the stock have come down. Coupled with the attractive investment 
opportunity that our team has found in Farfetch, it is the appropriate time to realize the gains from our investment in 
BILL.


Conclusion





Exhibit A Valuation Dispersion and

Required Revenue Variance

Exhibit B Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation

Source: Titan Global Capital Management USA LLC

Source: Titan Global Capital Management USA LLC



Disclosures

This presentation is provided to you on a confidential basis and is intended solely for the use of the person to whom it is provided.  It may not be 
modified, reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Titan. See full disclaimers that follow. 



Titan Global Capital Management USA LLC (“Titan”) is an SEC registered investment adviser. Brokerage services are provided to Titan Clients by 
Apex Clearing Corporation, an SEC registered broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC. Clients are encouraged to compare the account 
statements received from the qualified custodian to the reports provided by Titan. Market data by IEX.  Titan’s investment advisory services are 
available only to residents of the United States in jurisdictions where Titan is registered.



The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.  In 
addition, nothing contained herein is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, investment advice, nor is it to be relied upon in making any 
investment or other decision.  



The statements, opinions and analyses presented herein generally are provided as general information.  Opinions, estimates and probabilities 
expressed herein constitute the judgment of the author as of the date indicated and are subject to change without notice.  While all the 
information prepared in this presentation is believed to be accurate, Titan makes no express guarantee as to the completeness or accuracy of, 
nor can it accept any responsibility for errors appearing in, the presentation.  Other events which were not taken into account may occur, and any 
projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to be indicative of the actual events which will occur.



While Titan is a federally registered investment adviser, Titan’s research is not part of the personalized, proprietary algorithmic based investment 
advice provided by Titan to its advisory clients.  Rather, Titan’s research constitutes educational and informational materials meant to better 
inform market participants, including, without limitation, current and potential advisory clients of Titan.  Prospective clients must refer to Titan’s 
Program Brochure and Advisory Agreement for more information.  Prior to making any investment decision, you are advised to consult with your 
broker, investment adviser, or other appropriate tax or financial professional to determine the suitability of any investment.  Different types of 
investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment or investment 
strategy discussed herein will be profitable or equal any historical performance level(s).  Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any 
historical returns, expected returns, or probability projections, are hypothetical in nature and may not reflect actual future performance.  
Comparable companies, strategies, portfolios and indices may be included herein only as a context reflecting general market results during the 
depicted period or as of the specified date.  The comparison of any company, strategy, portfolio or index to a single other company, strategy, 
portfolio or index may be inappropriate because the relevant assets, strategies and level of risk may vary materially from the comparable 
company, strategy, portfolio or index as a whole. 



As of this writing, FTCH was a portfolio holding of Titan.  This security may cease to be a portfolio holding at some point in the future. Issuers 
and/or securities discussed herein may be, and often are, held by clients of Titan in their investment portfolios.  Any single security or issuer 
identified herein will not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients of Titan.  



This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements,” which may be identified by the use of such words as “believe,” “expect,” 
“anticipate,” “should,” “planned,” “estimated,” “potential” and other similar terms.  Examples of forward-looking statements include, without 
limitation, estimates with respect to financial condition, market developments, and the success or lack of success of particular investments (and 
may include such words as “crash” or “collapse”).  All are subject to various factors, including, without limitation, general and local economic 
conditions, changing levels of competition within certain industries and markets, changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or regulation, 
and other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory and technological factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
projected results.



Neither Titan, any of its affiliates, nor each of their respective officers, directors, members, agents, representatives, employees, or contractors 
(collectively, “Titan Parties”), shall be responsible or have any liability for investment decisions based upon, or the results obtained from, the 
information provided here.   You assume all risks of loss resulting, directly or indirectly, from the use of the information contained in this 
presentation.  By accepting receipt of this presentation you acknowledge and agree to hold harmless the Titan Parties from any and all claims, 
actions, damages, losses, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind whatsoever, including but not limited to any claims of negligence, arising out 
of, resulting from, by reason of, or in connection with the use of the information contained in this presentation.  Securities laws impose liabilities 
under certain circumstances on persons who act in good faith, and therefore no portion of the above shall constitute a waiver or limitation of any 
rights you may have under any federal or state securities laws.



Please see our website and Brochure for further information.

The following terms specifies the acronyms  used in this report: Accounts Payable (AP);  Accounts receivable (AR); Business-to-business (B2B); Gross merchandise value (GMV); Go to 
market (GTM); Next twelve months (NTM); Software as a service (SaaS); Small and medium-sized businesses (SMB); User Interface (UI); User Experience (UX)
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